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Abstract. Network arches are bowstring arch bridges with inclined hangers that cross each 
other at least twice. The use of many hangers reduces bending in the arch and tie and 
therefore they can be made very slender. Network arches are likely to remain the world’s 
most slender arch bridges. This publication is about the erection of this very efficient 
structure. 
     For distances between the arches of less then 18 m the tie should be a concrete slab. The 
tensile force is taken by longitudinal prestressing cables. The arch is very slender. In many 
cases the small bending moments and the efficient support against buckling by the hangers 
favours the use of universal columns or American wide flange beams. 
     In the network arches in Norway the tie was cast on formwork resting on timber piles in 
the riverbed. The arch and hangers were erected from the concrete lane. The hangers were 
tightened with great care till the arch carried the tie.  
     A light temporary lower chord is suggested to obtain a steel skeleton with enough strength 
and stiffness to carry the casting of the permanent concrete tie. During erection the steel 
skeleton can be moved when lifted at the end of the spans. The temporary lower chord can be 
reused for many spans or modified for different projects. 
     If the network arch is the main span over a navigable waterway, the steel skeleton can be 
erected on the approaches and be lifted in place by a pontoon or a crane. If the steel skeleton 
already has the correct shape, no further adjustment of hanger is necessary. In cold climates 
the steel skeleton can be erected on ice and lifted onto the abutments.  
     Network arches are very efficient structures. They need less structural steel than other 
bridges. Efficient methods of erection can make them very economical. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                           Fig 1. Bridge over Øster-Dalälv in Sweden 
 

     The forerunner of the network arch is O. F. Nilsen’s bridges with inclined hangers. Many 
of them were built in Sweden between the two World Wars. See fig. 1. The method of 
building described in i is quite interesting. Work on the abutments started at the end of the 
winter. In the autumn the beams in the tie were cast on a timber structure. In the spring the 
arches were cast before the ice was swept away. Finally the plate in the tie was cast. 
 
2  ERECTION OF OPTIMAL NETWORK ARCHES 
 

     The slender members make it more difficult to erect optimal network arches, but the 
lightness of the structure compensates for this. It is important that the span can be lifted only 
if held very near the ends of the span. To get full advantage of a network arch, one or more 
detailed methods of erection must be part of the design.  
     Normally it is best that the choice of the method of erection is not decided by the steel 
contractor. He might want to use more steel than optimal. He might even want to have 

permanent steel beams in the tie. He should of course be free 
to suggest improvements in a complete design presented by 
the owner.  
 
2.1  Erection from scaffolding in a river 
 

The two Norwegian network arches were erected on timber 
structures resting on piles in the riverbed. See fig. 2. When the 
concrete tie had been cast, the steel was erected and the cables 
in the hangers were tightened till they carried the tie. Then the 
timber structure was removed. In order to control the built-in 
stresses, great care was needed in the adjustment of hangers. 
How to do this is described in “Adjustment of hangers in 
network arches”. These instructions can be found inii. 
     The above method of erection can be applied when 
permanent pillars are not allowed in the river, but a temporary 
structure can be tolerated. It can also be applied in countries 
like Peru where some rivers can be trusted to be dry more than 
half the year. It can also be used for optimal network arches in 
flyovers. 

 
Fig. 2: Timber structure supporting the building of Bolstadstraumen Bridge in 1963. 
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2.2  Erection from side spans and/or approaches 
 

     The most promising methods of erection utilize a temporary lower chord. The structural 
steel supplemented by a temporary lower chord has so much strength and stiffness that it can 
be moved if lifted at both ends of the span. See fig. 3 and ii. The steel weight of the temporary 
lower chord is normally 15 % to 25 % of the steel weight of the network arch. 
     This steel skeleton can support the form while the concrete tie is cast. The temporary lower 
chord can be put together on site. No welding is needed. No corrosion protection is needed. 
The materials do not necessarily have to be brought to a workshop.  
     The ends of the lower chord are cast first. Then the prestressing cables can take some of 
the tension away from the temporary lower chord. Then the edge beams under the arch are 
cast. In order to avoid working joints and the relaxation of hangers, it might be necessary to 
start the casting the edge beam from both ends of the span.  

 
Fig. 3. A temporary lower chord for a network archii 
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Fig. 4. Joint in a temporary lower chord 
 

     If the permanent lower chord is prestressed or partially prestressed in the transverse 
direction, the anchors of the prestressing members should be fastened to the ends of the arches 
which are shown in fig. 4. 
     During the casting of the edge beam it is best to avoid relaxation of the hangers. It is easier 
to avoid relaxation of hangers when the edge beam is cast starting from both ends. In this way 
working joints in the edge beam can also be avoided. Working joints in the concrete can be 
tolerated because afterwards they will be covered by asphalt. 
     The distance between the transversal beams can be kept constant because the maximum 
bending in the temporary lower chord occurs when the edge beam is cast. The maximum 
tension in the lower chord occurs when the concrete slab between the edge beams is cast. 
Then most of the bending in the lower chord is taken by the edge beam. The prestressing 
cables take some of the tension in the tie. It is wind during casting of the edge beam that 
decides the necessary dimension of the longitudinal beam in the lower chord. Fig 5 shows an 
erection of a network arch at the site of the Straubing Bridge across the Danube iv. 
     The erection of a skew network arch across a canal is shown in ii,iii. Fig. 5. shows a 
suggestion Straubing Bridge uses only twice the steel needed for a network arch with 
surprisingly similar dimensions. Fig. 24 in ii compares axial forces and bending moments in 
the two bridges.  
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Fig. 5 shows the erection of a network arch spanning 200 m. 
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2.3  Erection of multispan bridges by cranes or pontoons 

 

    Erection of network arches by 
means of big floating cranes offers 
significant technical and economic 
advantages, but they can only be 
used in costal regions and in the 
estuary of big rivers. If suitable 
cranes are not available, pontoons 
can be used for bringing the steel 
skeletons to the pillars.  
     If suitable pontoons cannot be 
found, they can be built for the 
purpose. A pontoon to be used in 
rivers needs less strength than 
ocean-going pontoons. 
     The span in fig. 6 is part of fig. 7 
and 8. The bridge in fig. 8 has been 
calculated in Mathias Räck’s 
graduation thesis at TU-Dresden in 
2003v. The weight of the structural 
steel of the whole bridge was found 
to be 1226 t. 200 t of rebars and 311 
t of prestressing steel were needed. 
578 t of steel were found to be 
needed for the temporary lower 
chord. In this contribution “t” means 

  metric tons. 

Fig. 6. Network arch spanning 160 m

Fig. 7. Half cross-section of a network arch spanning 160 mv
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     For long bridges 
in wide rivers the 
crane in fig. 8 might 
bring the steel 
skeleton of network 
arches from the 
shore to the pillars. 
The crane can be 
folded down to pass 
under existing 
bridges. It needs less 
than 1 m of water 
under the pontoon. 
The crane in fig. 8 is 
shown erecting half 
the steel skeleton of 
the network arch in 
fig. 6 and 7. The 
capacity of each of 
the two cranes must 
be nearly 500 t. 
When both steel 
skeletons in fig. 9 
are in place, the 
concrete tie can be 
cast. At the top of 
the pillars there 
must be room for 
prestressing the 
longitudinal cables 
in the tie. 
      The crane in fig. 
8 can also be used to 

erect network arches for road bridges with four lanes. Road bridges are much lighter than 
railway bridges. For bridges with pillars more than 20 m high transport by pontoons might be 
a better idea. For higher pillars the pontoon for cranes like the one in fig.8 would be very big. 
While the current pushes the pontoons against the pillars, lifting devices on the pillars could 
be used to put the steel skeletons in place on the pillars. 
     If the expected waves are not too big, network arches of any known size can be lifted in 
place by big floating cranes. Finished spans up to 300 m can easily be lifted into place by big 
floating cranes. Whether steel skeletons or finished spans are to be lifted depends more on the 
suitable room on shore than on the weight of the finished span.  
 

Fig. 8. A crane for lifting the span shown in fig 6 and 7.
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2.3 Erection of optimal network arches on ice covered rivers  
 

     The steel skeleton with a temporary lower chord can be erected on ice and be lifted onto 
the pillars. Using the ice for the erection of optimal network arches would be cost-efficient 
and would help to reduce winter unemployment.  
     To make the span look good, the lower chord should have an upward camber of at least 1% 
of the span. To get a suitable camber of the lower chord, blocks of wood of varying heights 
resting on the ice can support the transverse beams in the temporary lower chord.  
     For this type of erection one would want to prevent water from seeping onto the surface of 
the ice near the steel skeleton. If this is achieved, the strength of the ice cover would be 
ample. In a personal communication L. Fransson suggested an experiment to find how thick 
the ice should beii. It seems that a 700 mm ice cover of good quality is sufficient for a steel 
structure weighing 1.2 t per m. By pumping water onto the ice on cold days sufficient 
thickness can be produced. Spraying water into the air above the ice can accelerate the 
process. 
     Intermediate layers of snow should be avoided because such layers would reduce the 
strength of the ice cover. Upstream and around the bridge site, the snow should be removed 
because the insulating effect of the snow could make the ice melt from below. Upstream it 
might be enough to put the snow in longish heaps. About two weeks should be enough for 
erecting the steel skeleton. 
     Where strong ice might break up at any time, the steel skeleton can be assembled on the 
ramps and/or side spans. When the ice is strong enough, the steel skeleton can be pulled over 
to the far abutment. This method of erection is more likely to be used for spans under 100 m, 
because longer spans need very thick ice. To make the ice cover strong enough, it might be 
reinforcediv. There is more on erection of network arches on ice in ii. 
 
3  Reasons for using the temporary lower chord 
 

The author can list a lot of reasons why the full potential of a network arch can be achieved 
only if the tie is a slab. 
 

1. A permanent lower chord would be much heavier than a temporary lower chord and it 
would need much more maintenance. 

 

2. The concentrated wheel loads always cause a lot of bending in the slab. In narrow bridges 
only moderate amounts of extra reinforcement are needed for the slab to span between the 
arches. Transverse beams would make the reinforcement in the slab more complicated. 

 

3. A temporary lower chord can be used again and again in bridges of varying widths and 
lengths. One just has to make some new holes and maybe cut or weld some beams and 
wind bracing. The wood on the temporary lower chord is very simple and can be reused.  

 

4. A permanent lower chord would be shop welded and would have a corrosion protection 
that has to be maintained forever. The temporary lower chord is joined together by high 
strength bolts. It needs no corrosion protection and can be produced on site. Thus per ton 
cost of fabrication is not high. 
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5. The great longitudinal tensile forces in the tie are best taken by prestressing cables 
because of the high strength-to-cost ratio. In railway bridges cables prestressed against 
concrete will take fatigue well. 

 

6. A permanent tie of structural steel in tension gives cracks in a concrete slab above it. This 
reduces the durability of the concrete slab. The longitudinally partially prestressed slab in 
the lower chord of a network arch bridge is favourable as far as maintenance is concerned. 

 

7. The longitudinal bending moments in the lower chord are so small that there is no need 
for a longitudinal beam of structural steel to take the longitudinal bending.  

 

8. If you use transversal beams, the loads on the slab are concentrated before they reach the 
edge beam. This gives more bending in the edge beams and in the arches. In ii page 66 it is 
shown how the wheel loads in the network arch in ii pp. 60 to 66 are distributed when they 
reach the edge beam.  

 

9. The temporary lower chord is simple to erect and remove. See ii pp 52 to 55. A part of the 
formwork of the lower chord is made into a travelling platform for removing the lower 
chord and formwork. If a permanent lower chord is used, the formwork would still have to 
be removed unless prefabricated slabs are used. Then the concrete on top leads to a heavy 
tie. 

 

10. A permanent longitudinal temporary steel chord leads to a deeper lower chord. This is 
unfavourable from the aesthetic point of view and leads to longer ramps at some bridge 
sites. 

 
4  Where does the optimal network arch compete best? 
 

     The network arch probably competes best for spans between 100 and 150 m. In railway 
bridges slightly shorter spans might be very competitive. The vertical reactions and the low 
weight are an advantage where soil conditions are difficult. With a high strength to weight 
ratio the optimal network arch is suitable for seismic regions. Because the network arch is 
related to trusses it is a very stiff structure. The partial longitudinal prestress in the lower cord 
adds to the stiffness. That is an advantage where small deflections are important. 
     The optimal network arch has advantages in flat terrain where there is little room for 
members under the lane. The slim tie leads to shorter ramps. This is more important in rail 
than in road bridges because the slope of rails is smaller than the slope of roads. This might be 
a reason why railway bridges are more likely to have structural members above the lane. 
     The network arch is advantageous over navigable water where cranes or pontoons are 
available for lifting the steel skeleton of the network arch in place. This is especially so in 
costal areas where big floating cranes are available. See page 7. 
     Since the network arch uses little steel, it is very competitive where the price of man-hours 
is small compared to the price of steel. This only applies when suitable manpower with a 
sufficient technological know-how is available. If the bridge is a through arch with navigable 
water underneath, then the part that is above the lane can be a network arch. The steel 
skeleton for this part can be lifted in place from pontoonsii pp. 20 and 20.  
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4 CONCLUSION 
 

     All members in an optimal network arch carry forces very efficiently. Combined with 
suitable methods of erection the optimal network arch must be an economical solution. The 
network arch would be especially effective in third world countries with high ratio of cost of 
materials to the cost of labour. Sufficient high technical knowledge must be available. An 
Indian firm of consultants has designed five network arches for the National Highways 21 and 
22. 
     The most promising methods of erection combine the structural steel with a temporary 
lower chord. This steel structure can be moved and/or lifted. It has enough strength and 
stiffness to carry the casting of the permanent concrete tie. 
     The tie of the optimal network arch is a simple concrete slab. It gives the shortest possible 
ramps when traffic must be lifted to make room for traffic underneath the bridge. During the 
casting of the edge beams, relaxations of hangers should be avoided.  
     The optimal network arches which have been built and the examples which were designed 
in several graduation theses in recent yearsvii show that very little steel is used. Building 
network arches would save money. If the optimal network arch had been a standard type of 
bridge, known to most bridge engineers, it would probably have been hard to argue 
convincingly for the usual bowstring arch bridges. 
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